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Please read the statement signed by the chairman of P. V. A, Mrs Athina Trachili.

<<O Pan-Hellenic Veterinary Association denounces the unfair and bold attack of the Animal Welfare Association of Fthiotida against the scientist in charge of the Strays Care Center, veterinarian and member of P.V.A.

Whatever is being reported in the relative letter that was published in the Internet is at least innacurate and it serves alienated purposes. In no case calumnies and arbitrary conclusions cannot spring from feelings of real animal love or  interest for the health and well-being of animals. The colleague veterinarian in unfavourable conditions tries to do his job and  take care the animals. Many times without payment, with unselfish work at his personal time, he adheres  and honors the Hippocrates' oath that he gave. Even in a period of economic crisis at which all the professional trades lose significant income, the veterinarians and members of our association  resist and offer programs of pro bono sterilizations in all the country. Because the real animal love is not about big speaches and  crocodile teards, but actions.

Unfortunately and the same municipal authorities demonstrated callousness and no real interesting as they owed. The management of stray animals is not a vote soliciting program, but a need for the well-being of the animals and the people in the region. Our behavior to the animals proves our culture as well as our education, responsibility of which lies also to the Municipality. However, unfortunately, the Municipality did not adhere in this respect the right process. Instead of communicating for any matter raised in relation to the program with the chairman of Fthiotida branch, as responsible in the matter and familiar of the processes, they selected the easy and perhaps the most promising solution… They preferred the “supposedly” volunteers who they would be appear suddenly, without anyone knows anything about them, at least in a professional level, at the expense the veterinarians that have work permit to exercise their profession in Greece, they are tax paying citizens in the city of Lamia. Obviously because  it is implied that those who they work free of charge are also better, regardless of the quality of their work, while those who work based on the laws and request the obvious, to be compensated for living, they are being characterized badly and they are considered indifferent or insensitive.

The above dangerous logic will find us opposed. Either those who they support it are associations and institutions or government owned organisations, exploiting the feelings of the people's love to animals, they mock them and they risk the public health for personal profit. Moreover, this practice downgrades the scientific personnel of our country, shows to completely ignore the national and European legislation and in fact it misleads the citizens of Lamia and all the citizens in total.

Even now it is time for the Municipality of Lamia to come in communication and collaboration with real responsible and ultimately animal lovers, not the ones who have raised the animal welfare to a political game. All responsible owe to undertake action immediately and effectively, in order to give the best possible solution to the problem of stray animals. "
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